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About This Content

This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10.. I really like the game. It is a good and fun
way to kill the time.
One thing that I do not like is that you can not change the direction of the branches so they do not always fit where I want them
to.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2606 \u2606 \u2606. I love this game. It's the type of game where you just want to play it one more time
and it's already 1:06 am, like it's now. Good soundtrack, solid game mechanic, not pretentious at all, good UX and easy to learn..
This is another one of those games that makes me hate Steam's rating system. I'd give it a 5/10, or a neutral rating. I'm only
giving a thumbs up because of a lack of a thumbs sideways.

Pros:
Faster paced than others in the same genre.
Somewhat interesting attacks. (They quickly become more tedious than interesting.)
Free.

Cons:
Concept that's been done a bunch of times, including with Marvel characters.
Repetitive, although that's every Bejeweled clone.
Freemium currency in a PvP game.

https://youtu.be/_fD83ZnCDHc. Multiplayer doesn't even work, great game 9\/11 IGN. freezes when i click the campaign
button. i really like the look of this game, just let me play LUL. Wow. Very polished demo. Looking forward to the full game..
Why do we need games like fortnite when there are games like this :D. Great, usefull and simple software to use. So great and
funn.
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Got suck but the rest of the gameplay was fun. I DONT KNOW WHY! But. My friends and I really loved this game.. 26th DLC
so far. Still no working drill. 10\/10 would rage again.

Edit: And now for something completely different.

Whilst it's nifty and refreshing to have some new weapons thrown into the already large mixture of weaponry available to the
average heister, you're not missing out on much. Get this DLC when it comes to sales.

Lebensauger .308: Decent damage for a sniper rifle with decent rate of fire and reload. Can take down a Shield within two shots
from the front. Potentially potent if a non-scoped sight is added.

Kross Vertex SMG: Highly accurate and stable, offering good damage and rapid fire as expected from an SMG. My second
favourite addition from this DLC.

Crossbow Pistol: Under the Special tab in Secondary, it deals less damage than I was expecting from a crossbow pistol, but
adding poison and explosive rounds into the mix makes it a versatile weapon.

Melee Weapons: Not that powerful and low knockdown ability from most of them with the exception of the Empty Palm Kata.
The Kunai Knife however is coated in poison, so that's a bonus.

Shurikens: By far the best reason to purchase this DLC, in my personal view. Ten of them coated in poison, and can be picked
up from the ground once thrown. Takes up the grenade slot and can stun\/poison enemies if it doesn't outright kill them. Not
sure how effective they are against Cloakers however, but stick to your heavy duty for Dozers.

All in all, a 6\/10. Good heisting to you, folks!. Its good for quick fun. It practices eye and hand coordination in a weird way
compared to other games. You can also refer to it as "moving tower defense" game.
. AMAZING Shooter\/Tower Defense Hybrid!!!
I've been playing this game on Oculus for months now, very happy to see it's now on Steam! If you are a fan of Shooters &
Tower Defense games, this is an amazing hybrid of the two!!! Not only is it the best hybrid of the two gametypes but
individually i believe it's the best (first person) shooter and tower defense game offered today. The fact that it's both combined
into one is incredible. This has and will continue to provide hours and hours and hours of fun. Honestly the best money i've
spent on the Rift store so far & i'm sure i'll say the same now about Steam!!! Highly Recommended!!!
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